April Clerk Report 2022
Correspondence
3 email have been received requesting Tutbury Parish council community grant fund is reallocated
to the cricket club.
An email from Cllr G Allen re the Tutbury community Fund
ESBC have agreed to fund the following applications;











Tutbury Museum - Relaunch Project
Tutbury Parish Council - Outdoor Gym Equipment
1st Tutbury Scout Group - New minibus
St Mary’s Prior Church - Easy Access
Tutbury Community Forest Garden - Forest Garden
Tutbury Village Hall Renovation / Updating facilities
Tutbury Bowls - Disabled access and security
Richard Wakefield Primary School Garden
Tutbury Old School Association - Future proof facilities
Tutbury Civic Society - Illustrated sign-posts

These projects take the total spend to £250,000, which is the amount the developer has
commuted to ESBC.
When granting funding to applications, the Council agreed to do so on the understanding that all
funds would be spent by September 2023. It is therefore difficult to hypothesise what we might
do until it is clear how much money is unspent or returned however. I do not think it is fair to
change the criteria mid-way through the process so I would be keen to keep to the original
criteria as set ou below.

Tutbury Grant Scheme
Assessment Framework
All applications will be checked to ensure that all questions have been
answered and that all required supporting documents have been
included.
In the event that the application does not include the required
supporting documents, a response to any of the questions, or a
detailed reason as to why a response cannot be given, the Council
may judge the group / organisation to be ineligible for the Tutbury
Community Grant Scheme.

To evaluate applications the following areas will be assessed and
scored against this assessment framework. Questions will be given
marks of 1 to 10, where 1 is the lowest mark and 10 is the highest
mark. What constitutes the lowest, middle and highest marks is
described below.
Each area carries a weighting, which contributes towards the
application’s final score. For example, if an area carries 20% of the
total application score, a mark of 10 out of 10 for this would contribute
20% to the applications final score, where as a mark of 5 out of 10
would contribute 10% of the applications final score.

Assessment Framework
Project Proposal: The need and purpose of the project – 25%
Score

Response

1

Very limited description of the project provided. No need or purpose of the project given and
no link to the Tutbury community.

5

Basic description of the project provided, including details of the need and purpose including
links to the Tutbury community.

10

Comprehensive description of the project, including a detailed description of the need and
purpose with supporting evidence. Arrangements established for implementation and
monitoring of the project. Supports community priorities and demonstrates the benefits to the
Tutbury community.

Project Reasoning: Who and how the community will
benefit – 25%
Score

Response

1

Very limited description of why the project should receive funding and benefits to the target
audiences.

5

A clear basic description of the needs and benefits provided, including reference to the
targeted audiences and explaining existing problems / issues. Mention of value for money and
community with some supporting evidence linked to the Tutbury community.

10

Comprehensive description of who and how the Tutbury community will benefit for the
project. Clearly stating how the money will be used, the need for the project and how existing
problems / issues will be overcome. Supporting documentation / quotes provided.

Project Status and Funding: the project constraints / risks
and funding arrangements – 20%
Score

Response

1

A limited description of the project constraints / risks provided and costs. No reference to
other funding streams.

5

Basic description of the project constraints / risks provided. A breakdown of costs provided
and understanding of how the full project is being funded.

10

Comprehensive description of the constraints / risks provided including a detailed breakdown
of the project costs. Full breakdown of funding for the actual project including links to other
funding streams.

Project Delivery: demonstrating the deliverability of the
project – 10%
Score

Response

1

Very limited detail provided on the delivery timescales for the project. No reference to key
milestones or dependencies.

5

Basic detail provided of the delivery timescales but there is mention of some key milestones
and dependencies.

10

Comprehensive detail provided of the delivery timescales including detailed milestones and
dependencies of the project.

Project Value: value for money and overall value to the
community – 20%
Score

Response

1

Very limited detail provided on the value for money and the overall value of the project to the
community. No value to the Tutbury community. No quotation document included.

5

Basic detail provided explaining the value for money and how the overall project will deliver
value to the Tutbury community. A quotation included as supporting evidence.

10

Comprehensive detail demonstrating how the project will clearly deliver value for money and
its overall benefit to the Tutbury community. More than 1 quotation provided with other
supporting documents.

Total Available score – 100 marks, 100%

Simply, at this point all funding has been allocated and so ESBCs responsibility is to ensure the
funds are spent in line with their application.

Police report
A report received from the PCSO recorded that crime has increased by 2% and anti Social behaviour
had decreased by 24%
The public are encouraged to use the smart alert app.

Smart Alert

Be SMART and Keep Updated – Get FREE, Localised Crime Alerts and Community Safety advice by
utilising the Staffordshire Smart Alert App. This is available FREE and is available for both Apple and
Android devices. You can also get Email alerts through the following website;
www.staffordshiresmartalert.uk/staffs//

Tutbury local officers are –

PC 27439 Harry Pearsall
PCSO 16626 Adam Evans
PCSO 8974 Sarah Leadlay

DECISIONS
P/2021/00828
Formation of a driveway and parking area including associated engineering works
High View, Ludgate Street, Tutbury, Staffordshire, DE13 9NG

PERMITTED
P/2021/00886
P/2021/00886

Remodelling of existing dwelling to include two storey side extension and single storey front
bay extensions, raising of ridge height and front and rear dormer windows to facilitate loft
conversion (Amended Scheme)
High View, Ludgate Street, Tutbury, Staffordshire, DE13 9NG

PERMITTED
P/2022/00206
Felling of 1 Beech tree. 1 Castle Stree,Tutbury
PERMITTED

P/2021/01663
Erection of a detached bungalow and detached garage to serve existing property and
alterations to vehicular access
60 Monk Street, Tutbury, DE13 9NA

PERMITTED

Planning Applications received no objections

Application
Number

Site Address

Development Description

P/2022/00337

26 Castle Street
Tutbury Staffordshire
DE13 9JF

Felling of 1 Ash and 1 Norway Maple to
the front of the property

2022/00300

1 Castlegate Tutbury
Staffordshire DE13
9NT

Replace the existing ground floor window
with level access door and external ramp
to allow wheelchair access

Suggested comment for P.2022/00337
It would be in keeping with the local conservation area if a small tree such as a Cherry Blossom or
Acer that could be kept under control would help reduce the front brutalistic brick view to improve
and enhance the front view of the property for the owner and residents passing by along with
increasing properties kerb appearance and saleability if the owner wishes to sell in the future.

Church Tree works

Estimates to reduce a large conifer by a third have been received
Quote A £330.00
Reduce tree in height be approximately 30%.

Our quotation for item 1 is £250 plus VAT at 20%.
Total including VAT - £300.

The above quotation is inclusive of:

1. Comprehensive insurance cover.
2. Carrying out the work to BS3998: Tree work - recommendations.
3. Disposal of arisings: all arisings will be removed from site.
4. Site will be left clean and tidy.

5. Work done in accordance with the risk assessment and method statement.
6. Applying to local council for permission to undertake the works.

Quote B
Reduce tree down by approximately one third £275+ £55 VAT
Remove all arising

Triangle
A request from the WI has been made to plant a tree near the WI bench. The tree is called June
Berry very appropriate for the time . This is a Hardy tree which features snow White flowers
and bronzed leaves with good autumn colour. In the spring young foliage shoots through and the
leaves are a coppery red colour when young. The leaves soon accompanied by a stunning shower of
white flowers with yellow stamens. Come summer the leaves become green and have purple berries
in June The berries make natural bird feeders. They are edible for humans, and they taste like
berries. It works well with other trees it comes three to four foot in a pot. The tree is a broadly

vase shape, small when mature. Grows 10 to 16 feet over twenty years. The W.I would also
like to place a plaque for the Jubilee.

